
  

    
 

 
 

  

  
 

  

   
 

  
   

 

  
 

 
  

   
 

    
  

 
  

 

 

 

 

Associated Students  
Recognition  #___  4 

Author: __________________________Kian Bidari Signature: _________________________________ 

Co-Author: _______________________Aya Garawi Signature: _________________________________ 

Co-Author: _______________________Claudia Fierros Signature: _________________________________ 

Subject: ______________________________________Amy Truong Date: _M______________ay 28, 2020   __________ 

Whereas: Amy Truong has served as the ICC Co-Chair of Mount San Antonio Community 
College, a member of Mount SAC’s Associated Students Executive Board, a 
student member of the Auxiliary Committee and the Academic Senate, leader of 
Mount SAC’s Recognized Student Clubs and Organizations, Vice-President of 
the Political Science Club, and an active member of the community. 

Whereas: Amy Truong has served the community of Mount San Antonio College through 
their hard work and dedication, specifically, by planning, hosting, and leading 
the Join-A-Club events, chairing the Inter Club Council meetings, and continual 
contact with Mount SAC’s Recognized Student Clubs and Organizations to help 
guide and advise them. Amy Truong is an active member of the Mount SAC 
community and is well known for helping all students in their path towards being 
involved on campus. Amy Truong has volunteered over 100 hours during the 
Fall 2019 Semester for Mount SAC, and despite hardships brought on by social 
isolation in light of COVID-19, Amy Truong continues to work and help 
students continue their involvement and activism. Amy Truong’s devotion 
towards Mount SAC has significantly and undoubtedly improved the quality of 
life of our community. 

Amy Troung has been greatly and passionately involved with ICC and through 
their involvement, they have been able to connect with many clubs. They have 
been a voice to those clubs through AS senate meetings informing everyone 
present of the events and updates from the ICC meetings. Amy had devoted their 
time to ensure that the ICC representatives of each club attending had a binder 
that they could use to keep important information of the ICC meetings. Amy has 
shown that they are dedicated and a caring individual and takes their time to talk 
to clubs and understand what they seek to accomplish during their time involved 
in the club.  Amy is the perfect example of a leader who has not only devoted 
their time and effort to serve the Mt. SAC community but has also worked as a 
student leader with evident confidence and passion. 
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Alongside Amy Troung’s continuous efforts as an active member in the Mt.SAC 
community, they have been an outlet of support to many individual students. 
They have served as a support system to students in times where students faced 
challenges during their time at Mt. SAC. Amy has made a constant effort to 
understand student’s beliefs and opinions, all while being respectful and friendly. 
Amy has been a mediator and has been able to communicate in a mature and 
understanding manner. Amy has gone the extra mile to educate and inform 
students. And, Amy has been a substantial source of encouragement and 
motivation for students at Mt. SAC. Through Amy’s character, it is clear that 
they have shown to be a strong and supportive leader to the Mt. SAC 
community. 

Whereas: Amy Truong’s spirit and compassion towards the greater student body of Mount 
San Antonio College is admirable, and exemplary of the attitudes, care, hard-
work, and dedication that Associated Students strives for. Amy Truong embodies 
the virtues and values this Association seeks to promote. 

Therefore: Be it resolved, that the A.S. Senate, the A.S. Executive Board, and the A.S. 
President approve this Recognition for Amy Truong. 

A.S. Senate 

For: ________ Against: ________ Abstain: ________Unanimous Date: _____________________ 6/2/20 
A.S. Executive Board 

For: ________ Against: ________ Abstain: ________Unanimous Date: _____________________ 6/2/20 
A.S. President 

❑ Approve ❑ Veto      Signature: _____________________________  Date: __________ 
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